A. PRESENTATION ACTIVITIES

• CHARTS - THE CHARTS ACTIVITY LETS YOU CREATE CIRCLE AND PYRAMID CHARTS FOR DISPLAY.

• DID YOU KNOW - THE DIDYOUKNOW ACTIVITY LETS YOU PRESENT AN IMPORTANT QUESTION TO ADD VISUAL INTEREST TO YOUR LESSON AND EMPHASIS A POINT.
• **FLASH CARD** - THE FLASH CARD ACTIVITY LETS YOU REVIEW TERMS AND DEFINITIONS IN A FLASH CARD FORMAT. THE DEFINITIONS CAN INCLUDE EQUATIONS AND/OR IMAGES.

![Flash Card Example](image1)

• **PHOTO ALBUM** - THE PHOTO ALBUM ACTIVITY LETS YOU CREATE A CLICKABLE PHOTO ALBUM.

![Photo Album Example](image2)
• SLIDE SHOW - THE SLIDESHOW ACTIVITY LETS YOU VIEW IMAGES AND TEXT IN A SLIDESHOW FORMAT. YOU CAN ALSO ADD AUDIO IN MP3 FORMAT.

• PRESENTER - THE PRESENTER ACTIVITY LETS YOU PRESENT INFORMATION (I.E. AN IMAGE AND TEXT) IN A “MINI-SLIDESHOW” FORMAT. EACH NEW SET IS THE EQUIVALENT OF A NEW SLIDE.

• TABBED INFO - THE TABBED INFO ACTIVITY LETS YOU PRESENT INFORMATION IN A TABULAR FORMAT.
TIMELINE

THE TIMELINE ACTIVITY LETS YOU VIEW A TIMELINE ORDERED BY DATE OR LIST. FOR INSTANCE, YOU WOULD SELECT BY DATE TO CREATE A TIMELINE FOR THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR AND BY LIST TO CREATE A TIMELINE FOR A PROCESS SUCH AS BAKING A CAKE.
B. SCORING ACTIVITIES

• ALIGN - THE ALIGN ACTIVITY LETS YOU SELECT ITEMS FOR A CATEGORY.

• CROSSWORD

Solve the crossword puzzle.
• DRAG AND DROP - THE DRAGNDROP ACTIVITY LETS YOU MATCH TEXT ITEMS.

• HOT SPOT - THE HOTSPOT ACTIVITY LETS YOU EXPLORE AREAS OF AN IMAGE. THERE ARE TWO MODES - EXPLORE AND QUIZ. WITH THE EXPLORE MODE, YOU MOVE YOUR CURSOR OVER AN IMAGE AND POPUP TEXT APPEARS. WITH THE QUIZ MODE, YOU MUST CLICK ON A HOTSPOT AREA TO IDENTIFY IT.
• IDENTIFY - THE IDENTIFY ACTIVITY LETS YOU MATCH AN IMAGE TO A TERM OR PHRASE.

Click the left or right arrow to find the correct answer.

• JIGSAW

Move each puzzle piece to the correct square.
• LABELING - THE LABELING ACTIVITY LETS YOU LABEL PARTS OF AN IMAGE.

• ORDERING - THE ORDERING ACTIVITY LETS YOU PUT TEXT ITEMS (MAXIMUM OF 8) INTO A SEQUENCE.

• PAIRS - THE PAIRS ACTIVITY LETS YOU PUT MATCH ITEMS IN PAIRS.
• SEEK A WORD - THE SEEK A WORD ACTIVITY LETS YOU PICK OUT WORDS IN A GRID. IF YOU WANT TO INTRODUCE DIFFICULT TERMS, THIS WOULD BE A GOOD ACTIVITY FOR AN INITIAL EXPOSURE TO THE TERMS.

Notice that the words appear in alphabetical order on the right. The letters in the grid are randomized each time you see it in the web browser.

In the grid, the words can appear backwards or forwards, diagonally, horizontally or vertically.

When you click on a word, the first letter of the word becomes highlighted.

• SELECTION - THE SELECTION ACTIVITY LETS YOU SELECT CORRECT ANSWERS FROM A LIST OF POSSIBLE ANSWERS.

• SEQUENCE - THE SEQUENCE ACTIVITY LETS YOU PUT ITEMS IN A CORRECT ORDER.
• **SORTING** - THE SORTING ACTIVITY LETS YOU PUT ITEMS INTO CATEGORIES. THE ITEMS CAN BE TEXT AND/OR IMAGES.